
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1344

Lin Fan glanced at the dark night ghosts lightly, and then said:

“I want to go over, let them make way!”

“Yes!”

All the dark night ghosts nodded respectfully!

Then, Qi Qi turned his head and stared at Long Jiu, Song Yuanzheng

and others:

“The Nihuang Army has an order, and it is not allowed to obstruct the

Lin Zuo. Those who violate the order will be killed without mercy!”

Hear this!

Everyone had a split heart, and with a bitter smile behind them, they

quickly stepped aside.

At this time they all felt that the last glimmer of hope was shattered!

But it’s more than that!

Huh!

At this moment, a dark night ghost stared at Song Yuanzheng coldly:

“Song Yuanzheng, as the commander-in-chief of Jiangbei, but using

power for personal gain, he was immediately sent to a military court,

waiting for a ruling!”

Boom!

Hearing this, Song Yuanzheng’s whole body trembled frantically!

Military court, waiting for a ruling?

Song Yuanzheng’s eyes went dark immediately, and he almost fainted

on the spot.

Immediately following his face, there was a touch of dying fear,

completely paralyzed on the ground!

After that, he was crying and begged to Lin Fan:

“Lin Zuo, forgive me! This is the Lin family’s meaning, it has nothing

to do with me! Please forgive me this time, I will treat you as a cow and

a horse. !”

He knew very well that he had offended Lin Zuo and Nihuang Army

Zuo, so if he goes to the military court today, he will have to go to the

execution ground tomorrow!

He doesn’t want to die!

Song Yuanzheng was completely scared at this time, and immediately

cried like a maiden.

just!

Lin Fan glanced at him faintly:

“Are you the Lin family’s dog?”

“Sorry, I swear that one day I will let the Lin family be ruined, and the

chickens and dogs will not stay!”

said, Lin Fan was straightforward. Turned his head, moved towards his

helicopter, and walked over!

“No! Don’t! I can save your wife! Let me go!”

Upon hearing this, Song Yuanzheng screamed frantically, kowtowing at

Lin Fan, bursting with tears and pooping.

And this time!

The Blood Prison Mad God sneered and looked at him:

“Don’t worry, you won’t die in vain! It won’t be long before everyone

in the Lin family will be buried with you!”

Then, the completely desperate Song Yuanzheng was caught by the

ghost of the dark night. , Dragged on abruptly!

At the same time!

Inside the helicopter, the Xiao family and Bai Yan could not see what

was happening outside.

When they saw Lin Fan came back alive, their faces showed a hint of

disappointment.

damn it!

Facing the Jiangbei and Jiangnan alliances, this waste is not dead?

how can that be!

At this time, Xiao Youwei finally recovered from the shock of the

bankruptcy of the family, and a deep hatred appeared on his face: “Lin

Fan, although you ruined our Xiao family, you also have to bury us. ! ”

”

you do not know, you are faced with what the existence of terror, in

front of his wife and you are nothing but ants it! ” ”

at that time, I look forward to see you and your spouse, how tragic

death, ha ha ha !”

Aside, Bai Yan also showed resentment, and a smirking smile appeared

in her eyes: Computer: x81zw@@./ “target=”_blank”>https://.@

x81zw@@./

“Lin Fan, wait for you to see After that, don’t be scared to pee your

pants! ”

They all know that Lin Fan is looking for death!

This idiot doesn’t even know what a terrifying existence he offended.

Originally, this guy still had a chance to escape, but he just wanted to

go to Jiang City to save Bai. Yi, then soon Lin Fan and Bai Yi will

become a pair of desperate mandarin ducks. It’s just that Lin Fan

ignored their sarcasm.

Then the helicopter started up and flew towards Jiangshi again.

About halfway through. after hours, they will be in a luxurious

extremely rose Hall, stopped.

just!

only just landed, Lin Fan is to see a man standing on the lawn, his face

with a deep laugh.

It Wang Mingzhe!
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